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ABSTRACT
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reasons why mental retardation is difficult to define (such.as the
lack of an acceptable definition of intelligence), historical changes
in the definition, and the differences between the 1961 and 1973
American Association on Mental Deficiency (AAMD) definitions. Iowa's
current use of the 1961 AAMD definition is discussed. Recent court
decisions on due process and service to low functioning children are
reviewed as they affect school psychologists. Discussion of
educational programming focuses implications of the trend toward the
cascade System of Special Educational Services (a continuum of
instructional levels to meet the educational needs of children
regardless of traditional labels); on the desirability of
mainstreaming; and a special class curriculum and instruction.
Effects of the Cascade System and the team approach on the school
psychologist's role in identification, evaluations and diagnosis, and
a model process for making intervention decisions are examined. The
author suggests that school psychologists become leaders and
catalysts in changing professional practices in the education of
mentally handicapped children. Listed and described are statewide
health, education, and welfare services for the mentally handicapped
available in Iowa. (LS)
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Introduction

In the last few years there has been a lot of discussion in the

literature about what mental retardation is, who the retarded are, and

how they should and how they shonld not be served. For 9 while there

seemed to be extensive polarization, with some professionals seeming

to say that special classes vere not needed for any population and

other professionals seeming to defend the status quo. More recently

the discussions have concerned them3elves with more refined questions

than, "Are special classes as effective as regular classes?", directing

attention to such issues as reasons causing special class placement and

.alternatives to special class placement. Throughout all of the rhetoric,

the school psychologist has been caught up in the controversy and con-

fusion because of his role in mental retardation.

As advocates for children, school psychologists have responded to

this situation lr differing ways. Some have taken sides, attacking or

defending the special class model. Others have staved closer to middle-

ground, expressing concern over the way that special classes have often

been used, but supporting their use for some children. Some school

psychologists have refused to place children in special classes because

of their philosophical opposition to them. Others have placed children,

but have felt great concern in doing so. In all situations some con-

cern has been registered about the confusion and uncertainty centering

around mental retardation.

The purpose of this paper is to help to nrovide Iowa's school

psychologists a perspective on current issues in rental retardation.

Tn the past, the literature has isolated the issues and treated them

Independently. This nay he appropriate for journal articles, but it

provides little for the professional wanting to understand the larger

picture. Therefore, this paper attempts to present information on the

definition of mental retardation and the recent definitional change,

court actions affecting us, educational nrogramming, and evaluation

and diagnosis. Since these issues are interrelated and collectively

affect us, it is necessary to see them together. A danger with any

attempt to communicate the broader picture is the possibility of

covering the topics superficially. This danger must be risked with

the hope that journal articles will provide the depth where this paper

is lacking.

This paper is written for Iowa's school psychologists. The sel-

ection of content, presentation of Implications, and suggestions for

professional practice are directed to that target population. At the

same time, the changes that are occurring or that ace needed in mental

retardation involve more than the school psychologist. Policy makers

and practioners at all levels are involved to varying degrees. Rut since

the school psychologist Is involved when mental retardation is suspected,

,s !. e who reels the pressure where policy and practice are less than

they should he.



It would be easy to write about some of the issues related to
mental retardation, e.g., misplacement of minority children, in a very

emotional, indignant manner. hopefully, such an approach has been
avoided. It is not that we should he less than indignant about what
has happened to some children, but that such an approach would cloud
the issues, making it more difficult to understand and resolve the basic
problems that exist.

Also, an attempt has been made to be practical in presenting im-
plications and possible courses of action. It would be possible to
advocate continuous progress types of instruction in all schools an
every child could develop at his own rate without receiving pressure
for being different. Or, it would he possible to advocate the abolish-
ment of traditional categJries such as mental retardation, learning
disabilities, emotionall:r disturbe6 and so forth: Both have merit and
philosophically we may hl committed to them. Unfortunately, Iowa's
schools are too far away from achieving a continuous nrogress model for
this to be a practical suggestion. Facilities, nersoinel, curriculum,
instructional materials and philosophy have yet to come together to
make that po ;sihle. Also, from a political and economic standpoint,
abolishment of the current categorical funding system seems unlikely.
The possible consequences of such a change are so great, both good and
bad, that I would hesitate to endorse such a structural change until I
was certain that the outcome would improve services to handicapped
children. The changes suggested to you are hoped not only to improve
services to children, but also to be those things that you can realis-
tically begin to work on today.

You are encouraged to read the following sections critically. The
issues in mental retardation are complex and I do not pretend to he
less baffled about what is the most desireable courses of action than
others. "hat is presented to you is my best thinking at this time;
thinking that has been shaped by my experience with Iowa's schools and
school psychologists while I was a pact of the nepartment of Public
Instruction. Hopefully, you will rind the information provided useful
in improving your services or as a stimulus for you to use in generating
better alternatives for professional practice.



THE PROBLEM OF DEFINITION

No professional must c,3pe with the problem of defining mental

retardation more than the school nsvchologist. it is the school
psychologist who is charged with the responsibility of certifying that

a pupil is mentally retarded and thus eligible for special education

services. Because each diagnosis of mental retardation is so impor-
tant, it is essential that the complexity of the definitional issue be

understood.

The problem of developing a workable definition of mental retar-
dation is compounded by three basic factors. The first is that mental

retardation covers it wide range of intellectual functioning. Not only

are individuals who are obviously intellectually subnormal included,
but also included are individuals who function reasonably well in non-
academic and non-problem solving situations. Because of this wide

range of functioning it is necessary to subdivide retardation into

levels. Ulthout such delineation of mental retardation into levels it
would be impossible to discuss any aspect of retardation with specif-
icity.

A second problem area is the variety of diaciplines interested
in mental retardation. The physician, social worker, psychologist,
sociologist, educator, lawyer, rehabilitation counselor as well as
others are all interested in mental retardation. Since each looks at

the individual from a different point of view, what one discipline de-

fines as retarded behavior, others may rot. This lack of consistency.

which is not necessarily had, does make it possible for interdisciplin-

ary communication and understanding to be impaired.

The third problem affecting the definition of mental retardation

is our inability to arrive at an acceptable definition of intelligence.

Since mental retardation is connected to intelligence, a definition

of intelligence that could he used universally as a basis for deter-

mining mentally deficit behavior would he helpful. Unfortunately, at

this time there is no single definition of intelligence that is
accepted.

The only significant effort to define intelligence occurred in

1921. The Journal of Educational PsychologN invited 14 specialists
in the arsa of individual differences to pr,,ent their views on the
nature of intelligence; while some commonalty existed, each presented

a definition in some respects different from the others. No r. '1

attempt to achieve consensus on the definition of intelligence has

since occurred. In essence, this definitional void has permitted in-
telligence to become that which is measured by the intelligence tests.
!Mile the usefulness of standardized rests in identifying individuals
capable of scholastic achievement cannot be questioned, prognatic suc-
cc s hal not filled the Cleoretical void that would he useful in de-

fining mental retardation.

-1-



With some of the problems associated with formulating a defin-
ition in mind, let us examine some of the earlier definitions of mental

retardation. When Sequin became superintendent of the Pennsylvania
Training School in 1848, basis for mental retardation was limited to
specific, observable and gross deviations from the normal. Moving
forward in time almost one-hundred years, Tredgold in 1937 described
mental retardation as:

"a state of incomplete mental development of suer a kind and de-
gree that the individual is incapable of adapting himself to the
normal environment of his fellows in such a way as to maintain
existence independently of supervision, control or external sup-
port." (Robinson and Robinson, 1965, p. 29).

While obviously more precise than that which existed during Sequin's
time, it was general and oriented toward the individual as an adult.

Doll, in 1941, offered a different definition of mental retarda-
tion. As can be seen from his definition, he stressed origin of
the handicap, cause and incurability. He stated:

"We observe that sLc criteria by statement or implication have
been generally considered essential to an adequate definition
and concept. These are (1) social incompetence, (2) due to mental
subnormality, (3) which has been developmentally arrested, (4)
which obtains at maturity, (5) is of constitutional origin and
(6) is essentially incurable." (Rubinson and Robinson, 1965,
p. 30) .

Kanner offered a different view of mental retardation in 1948.
Although still looking at adult functioning, he stressed the relation-
ship of the environment to the handicap. He divided the condition
int, two types: absolute and relative retardation. Absolute retar-
dation referred to those individuals who are so severely limited that
they would be illplaced in any societ:'. Conversely, relative retar-
dation referred to those individuals whose limitations are related to
the societal standards that exist and demands that are placed on the
individual. It is assumed that if the individual lived in 1 less com-
plex, less academically oriented environment that the limitations
would not be apparent.

Using the earlier definitions as a reference, we can examine the
definition that we have been using, i.e., the one dAveloped by the
American Association on 1!ental Deficiency. The definition, developed
by the AMU) with the support of the niltional Institute of Mental
Health in 1959 and revised in 1961 states:

ental retardation refers to subaverage general intellectual
functioning which originated during the developmental per4od
and is associated with impairment in adaptive behavior. (Hebei.,

n. 3) .

Each part of the definition is specifically defined. The MOT
!Janual on Terminoloev and Classification (1961) defines the terms as
follows:



Stfoaverlat refers to performance which is greater than one

Stardard Deviation below the population mean of the age group

involved on measures of general intellectual functioning. Level

of gtperal intellectual functioniu may he assessed by perfor-

mance on one or more of the various objective tests which have
been developed for that purpose. Though the upper age limit

of the developmental period cannot: 1.e precisely specified it

may be regarded, for practical pureses, as being at approxi-

mately sixteen years.

The definition specifies that the subaverage intellectual

functioning must be reflected by impairment in adaptiwa behav-

ior. Adaptive behavior refers primarily to the effectiveness

of the individual in adapting to the natural and social demands

of his environment. Impaired adaptive behavior may be reflected

in: (1) maturation, (2) learning, and/or (3) social adjustment.

These three aspects of adaptation are of different importance

as qualifying conditions of mental retardation for different

age groups. (Heber, 1961, pp. 3-4).

The manual goes on furthc* to define the three aspects of adaptive

behavior -which will not be discussed here.

In looking at the 1951 AAMD definition it is helpful to note dif-

ferences from earlier definitions. A major departure is that it is

developmental in nature. It permits an individual to be viewed at any

stage of development and a decision reached regarding the presence

of mental retardation. Accompanying this is the stress placed on cur-

rent functioning only. The definition views only present functtoning

and does not attempt to predict the future status of an individual.

Therefore, by definition, an individual may be classified as mentally

retarded at one point in time, but not at another. Measurement is

implicit both by the specification of minus one Standard Deviation

below the population mean am the requirement that it be on a general,

rather than a specific, test of mental ability. Functioning is viewed

far broader than results of a test score. Diagnosis of mental retar-

dation reluires that impairment in adaptive behavior must accompany
subaverage general intellectual functioning for an acceptable diagnosis

to he made.

As we all know, the practices of public education it placing

childt:m in classes for the mentally retarded have been questioned.

A major issue raised has been diagnosis based on a single test score

and lack conoideration for environmental or ethnic influences .3n

student perfonnance. It should be observed that the errors lie with
queationable practices rather than with the definition of mental re-

tardation. The definition is sufficiently :leer about impairment in
adaptive behavior having to occur concomitantly with lowered intelli-
penc. 'Mile it is rare that it is stated, some basic assumptions have
always existed underlying test.ug and assessment:



1. Examines knowledge and skill,

2. Appropriateness of the assessment technique to the subject,

3. Consideration of errors of measurement,

4. Comparable acculturation between Ole test items and the
subject, and

5. Obtaining representative samples of behavior. (Smith, 1969)

The relativity of mental retaration that is part of the definition
is a different Issue and a difficult one with which to deal. recause
of differences that exist ,etween school systems ar-1 attendance cen-
ters children may not be classified as mentally retarded in one
situation. However, a change in an educational situation may be accom-
panied by new demands and a child previously not identified as retar-
ded could become so Liassified. As unpleasant as such variation may
be, ea one looks at schools and school systems where the averale
child is performing significantly below grade level or school systems
where t' averaze child is performing significantly above grade level,
the reality of the relativity of mental retardation can he understood.
In both types of situations (in addition to lowered intelligence)
diagnosis would be based on marked inability to adapt, but what con-
stitutes marked discrepancy will depend on the specific situation.
Such variation in requirements for adaptive behavior make it most
important that mental retardation be viewed as current functioning
only and that systematic re-evaluation procedures exist. It is
perhaps, in part, the lack of systematic procedures for re-classi-
fication that has caused us to he concerned about our educational
practices.

The abuses and concerns gnat exist have resulted in court action
that will he discussed in the next section. The feelings of arofes-
sionals, along with court action, have caused the 1961 A.An defini-
tion to he modified. In 1973 the AAMD definition was changed to
the follawine:

'Mental Retardation refers to significantly subaverage general
intellectual functioning existing concurrently with deficits
in adaptive behavior, and manifested during the developmental
period.' (Grcyssman, 1973, P. 11)

In looking at the new definition one can see some important changes.
The cutoff for elleibility has been lowered from minus one to minus
two standard deviations. Therefore, according to the new definition,
children who previously have scored between about 70 and 84 on an
individual test of intelligence and were classified as borderline
mentally retarded are no longer considered ro he mentally retarded.
The borderline t7lassificaton 70-84) hris been omitted in the
1973 definition entirely. Although the developmental period has
Peen extended tc age 1r', the only major substantive change is the
upper noldt at 'hie' mental retardation ray Merin. nne may note,
though, the inkreased emphasis on the requirement that adaptive
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behavior be impaired by tLe positioning of that requirement closer
to the phrase dealing with lowered intelligence. Adaptive behavior,
rather than being categorized into three major areas, has been further
delineated.

"ADAPTIVE BEHAVIOR is defined as the effectiveness or degree
with which the individual meets the standards of personal in-
dependence and social responsibility expected of his age and
cultural group. Since these exnectations vary for different
age groups, DEFICIT8 IN ADAPTIVE BEHAVIOR will vary at different
ages. These may be reflected in the following areas:

During INFANCY AND EARLY CHILDHOOD TN:
1. SENSORY-MOTOR SKILLS DEVELOPMENT
2. COMMUNICATION SKILLS (including speech and language)
3. SELF HELP SKILLS
4. SOCIALIZATION (development of ability to interact with

others)
5. AFPLICATIOr OF BASIC ACADEMIC SKILLS IN DAILY LIFE ACTIVITIES
6. APPLICATTOr OF APPROPRIATE REASONING AND JUDGmENT TN MASTERY

OF THE ENVIRONMENT
7. SOCIAL SKILLS (participation in group activities and inter-

Personal relations)
and

During TATE ADOLESCENCE AND ADULT LIFE in:
8. VOCATIONAL AND SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITIES AND PERFORMANCES"

(Grossman, 1973, p. 12)

The following statement is provided regarding adaptation during
the school years:

"The F:kills required for adaptation during childhood and early
adolescence involve more of the learning processes. This in-
volves the nrocess by which knowledge is acquired and retained
as a function of the experiences of the individual. Difficul-
ties in learning are usually mainfested in the academic sit-
uation but in evaluation of adaptive behavior, attention should
focus not only on the basic academic skills and their use, but
also on skills essential to cope with the environment, includ-
ing concepts of time and money, self-directed behaviors, social
responsiveness and interactive skills." (Grossman, 1973, p. 12)

Again, the change can he viewed as an attempt to underscore what seemed
to Le present in the earlier definition.

Tt is not the intent here to discuss the desirability of the
recent definitional change. Rather, the purpose is to promote an un-
derstanding of how the imprecise way the 1961 definition was too
frequently implemented has helped to stimulate the change. Such a
definitional change may have many possible implications for the public
schools in Iowa. Just how children might he affected by the change
requires understanding of the substance of the earlier definition and
the thtent of the change.



1. Mental development

2. Age of onset

3. Functioning of indi-
vidual

4. Diagnostic require-
ments

1961 Definition 1973 Definition

subaverage - 1 S.D. below
the population mean

birth to about age 16

impaired adaptive behavior
must be present

a. intelligence test- individual test of general
zing intelligence appropriate

to the individual

b. evaluation con-
siderations

5. Classification of
mental retardation

total evaluation necessary
to rule out other possible
causes of lowered function-
ing

items 1, 2, and 3 must
occur concurrently and di-
agnostic requirements must
have been met

significantly subaver-
age - 2 S.D. below the
population mean

birth to about age 18

impaired adaptive be-
havior must be present

individual test of
general intelligence
appropriate to the in-
dividual

total evaluation nec-
essary to rule out other
possible causes of low-
ered functioning

items 1, 2, and 3 must
occur concurrently and
diagnostic requirements
must have Neer met

Comparison of the 1961 and 1973 Amm Definitions
of mental Retardation

Figure 1
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Mental retardation in Iowa s public schools+111. n- OF ,-

ARABIA

At this time the definition of mental retardation used by the
Iowa Department of Public Instruction is the same as the one devel-

oped by the AAMD in 1961. This would mean two things. One, the
legal definition currently used by Towa schools is incongruent with
the new definition advocated by the major professional organization
in mental retardation. Secondly, children who score from minus one
to minus two standard deviations on intellectual tests and who also
have impaired adaptive behavior may now he classified as mentally
retarded for eiucational purposes which would not be possible if the
1973 AAMD definition of mental retardation were adopted.

It is important that the distinction between a legal and Profes-
sional definition of mental retardation be rade. Any definition
adopted by a state agency must he submitted to the Departmental
Rules Committee, a committee of the Towa Legislature. The committee
reviews definitions, rules and regulations submitted to them by state
agencies to insure that they are both legal and reflect the intent
of the legislature. Once approved, the rules, including definitions,
take on the force of law. They canr.ot be changed without submitting
proposed changes to the Departmental Pules Committee. !Idle the
review procedures for definitional revision within the AVID were at
least as rigorous as that of the legislature, definiLions formulated
by professional organizations have no legal basis.

Is it good or bad that Iowa has not changed its definition of
mental retardation? That is a most difficult question to answer.
It must he recognized that public education has never been completely
in harmony with the American ssociation on !4ental "Pficiency. Ter-
minology and classification systems used by public schools have
always diftered. The AAT) (1061) sequenced the levels of mental retar-
dation into five categorie. profmnd, severe, moderate, mild and
borderline retardation. Public rdu:ation has generally classified
mental retardation into three categories: severly mentally retarded,
trainable mentally retarded and educable mentally retarded. Also,
while the Alk!fl; has defined the uppermost limit of mental retardation
in terms of standard deviations, state education agencies have gen-
erally selected a specific score as the upper cutoff point. Town
has ;,lways been philosophically congruent with the AA" I). Adaptive
behavior has been the determining factor in classifying pupils as train-
able or educable mentally retarded, not rigid IQ scores as in some
states.

Communication is one consideration in deciding on the desira-
bility of a definitional change. Most likely there will he a shift
in definition used by agencies who have responsibility for institu-
tions and non-school related services for the retarded such as the
Iowa Department of "racial Services. In addition to possible coordin-
ation problems created by having different definitions, cooperive
short and lonF, range nla-.ninn could he complicated by the use



different statistical bases for computing incidence. Also, a change
In definition by the Bureau for the Handicapped, U.F.O.F, must he
anticipated. If there is a discrepancy between state and federal
definitions, reporting becomes complex and even more difficult. Fur -

ther, problems could arise in that the state might wish to use cate-
gorical federal funds for serving some children that the Bureau for
the Handicapped would no longer consider eligible.

"tore immediate and child centered considerations would exist if
a change vere made. "bat would be the status of pupils scoring be-
tween minus one and two standard deviations below the mean who are
currently enrolled in special classes? Any wholesale return of
pupils to the regular classes without providing for decisions ti be
made on an individual basis would be violating one of our basic
principles. i.e. the uniqueness of the individual. Also, the ques-
tion must be raised, "\re some children who score between 7n and 84
sufficiently handicapped in some Iowa schools to warrant placement
in a special class for the educable mentally retarded? Tf the answer
is yes, it would seem that some provision for them to receive special
class services would be desirable. It would be hoped that some
children who score in that range could be successfully maintained in
the regular program with the aid of a resource teacher. Unfortunately,
with a definitional change such pupils would not he eligible because
Iowa law, like all states, requires that special education funds
be used for "handicapped" children. According to the new definition
many pupils currently being served would not be considered "handi-
capped". A possible problem associated with the effectiveness of
resource services is using such services for some children who will
not in the short range, if ever, Ee able to work effectively in the
regular program vithout a maximum of support. A blanket decision to
serve children with To's from 70-84 in resource programs could reduce
the effectiveness of resource services. Unwittingly, resource
programs could become filled with children ,.rho do not Ret supplemen-
tal assistance, lut rather n different curriculum from that of the
regular program. If that should hapnen the self-contained classroom
with partial integration would be recreated under the name of resource
program and children 'iv) need intensive, early intervention to success-
fully remain in the regular program might be denied such service.

An im7ortant theoretical question may need to be answered before
Iowa reaches a decision on definition of mental retardation. That
question is, "Ts the intellectual and academic achievement of children
in Iowa schools the same as or different from the national population?"
This question is noteworthy because if intellectual and academic
achievement is hiRher than national norms, corresponding adjustment
in the mean might be appropriate before standard deviations are cal-
culated. A pragmatic approach has been taken by some school dis-
tricts by lowering the uppermost To limit for placement. On the
other hand, one can look at some school districts where pupil achieve-
ment is extraordinarily high and see pupils who score between 75
and 84 experiencing a great deal of difficulty with the regular
curriculuri.
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1..'e need also to look at the similarity or differences between

practices in Iowa and other states. Introspectively, we must ask

if the diagnosis of mental retardation has become a safety valve for

filtering out minority children, if diagnosis has relied on single

test scores, if adaptive behavior has been ignored and if placement

of children has occurred before exhausting available resources or

options to help the child he successful in the regular setting? If

Iowa has been guilty of the abuses reportedly to have occurred in

other states, some change ?ould be needed to protect children. Con-

versely, if practices in Iowa have been more in keeping with what we

would subscribe to as sound professional practices, the reason behind

a possible definitional change would have to be viewed differently.

Regardless, any change should he contemplated as an opportunity to

improve services for children. Such an important decision as a defin-

ltional change should not he simply a method to prevent poor profes-

sional practices from accuring.

obviously the decision to retain or alter the current definition

used by Iowa's schools is a most complex one. At best, the previous

discussion probably only touches the surface of the implications of

retaining or changing the definition. Tt is to the benefit of Iowa's

children that no hasty change has been made even though making such

a change might be acclaimed as progressive and could easily he defended

on the basis of maintaining professional uniformity. The domino

effect of modifying Iowa's current definition is sobering and neces-

sitates reviewing all alternatives. Until a change is made, the

definition of mental retardation found in the Rules of Special Educa-

tion rxplained: IT is the legal definition that must be used in Iowa

schools.



COURTS AND CHILDREN

Judiciary action accounts for part of the reason for the recent

change in the AAMP definition of mental retardation. Mlle concerns

expressed in the professional literature mirror court decisions, the

impact of the legal decisions are ruch more far reaching than scholarly

rhetoric. Now, the cajoling, convincing and coercing of educational

decision-makers to provide services or to modify practices has given

way to mandates from the courts. ^equests have been replaced by re-

quirements.

The implications for school psychologists can be divided into

two areas: serving low functioning childrea and insuring that due

process is provided to all children. ".eac%ion to the intervention of

the courts into the province of educators has been mixed. To some the

involvement has been intrusionary with the courts involving themselves

in an area, i.e., education of children, where they have no expertise

and where quality and readiness cannot he commanded. To others,

court orders hold promise of new vistas of educational opportunity for

children heretofore neglected and of improved services for children

who have been denied appropriate alternatives. regardless of our point

of view, court decisions will have in impact on all of us. To specify

the exact nature of that impact would require prophetic skills.

However, there is evidence that at least some of the demands discussed

below will be made on us.

Service to low functioning children

The exclusionary policies of public schools have been judged to

be illegal in numerous states. The courts have decreed that all
children, regardless of handicapping condition, have a right to n

free and appropriate public education. Using the fourteenth amendment

to the Constitution as the legal basis, this decision has been reached

in two landmark cases, the Pennsylvania Association for Retarded

Children v. Comnonwenith of Pennsylvania; and Mills v. Board of Educa-

tion of District of Columbia. As of September, 1973, litigation has

occurred or was in process in more than thirty states.

The requirement that AL14 cnildren must he served has had an

effect on other states and will surely have one on public education

in Iowa. Sone of the implications of providing an "appropriate edu-

cation to all" to be aware of are as follows:

wafting lists. Parents car no longer he asked to he patient
until a vacancy is available for their child to receive service.
Just is the parent of a third ^rade child cannot be asked to
postpone school enrollment, neither can the parent of a handi-

capped child. According to the Code of Tnwa, 257.20, special
education services and proprims must be made to cbildren "...
who are or would otherwise he enrolled in loindergarten through
c;rade e1'ht of Such schools." Varner legislation extends this
requirement through the high school years.



New t%,Lms of assessment. in addition to the obvious implication
of having to serve multi-handicapped children and children with
severe intellectual limitations, different forms of assessment
will need to be used. Because the children in question have been
previously excluded from public education, there is little pro-
fessional experience from which tn draw on to make decisions.'
Traditional clinical tools seem to be inherently deficit in assess-
ing strengths and weaknesses of the population to be added to the
case load of the school psychologist. instruments that rely
heavily on observation such as checklists and rating scales may
become more widely used. field of physical therapy may prove
to be helpful in providing a perspective that will he useful in
assessing low functioning children. Exactly what new skills
will he needed is uncertain, but they will be numerous enough
to require some new training of everyone.

lew forms of programming. Traditional programs for trainable
mentally retarded children will ru3t meet the needs of the new
population to be served. Program content will need to he ex-
tended downward and new delivery systems designed. Accompanying
these decisions must he the formulation of minimum standards.
This would include statements on the pupil-teacher ratio, use
of parrnrofessionals and requirements for physical facilities.
The content specification and establishment of standards cannot
be accomplished hastily if reasonableness and quality are both
to he considered. For a rural state like Towa, the problem of
proerammine and standards are compounded by the large geograph-
ical area that rust he covered to identify a significant number
of profoundly and severely handicapped pupils.

Cooperation uith other agencies. Because of the uniqueness of
the children to be served by the public schools, it may he that
public schools will begin to cooperate directly with agencies
that a1 rea1v have been serving profoundly and severely handicapped
pupils. "'Ile previous cooperation has been informal, future
cooperation, with the aid of minor statutory modification, could
become contractual. Por ex.-Apple, it might he that specialized
services provided by the carter seal Society, United Cerebral
Palsy, day care centers and private agencies could be purchased
by the public schools. Also, in rural areas where residential
programs are necessary, the Department of social Services may
need to nrnvide funding for residential services so that educa-
tional services can he provided. !lecause of the differing quan-
tity and quality of private services throughout the state, much
variation will exist in the structure of the cooperative en-
deavors used to nrovide services.

insuring due :process

insurinv due process in education ma male more renernlized and
immediate dcinar,' t!.e nF.ycl.olo5tist than will the inclusion



of children ho gave previously been denied educntionnl opportunity.

This is because the issue of due process involves lnrper number of

children and covers the full spectrum of nhilitv. Also, at every

step, due Process considerations seem to involve directly or in-

directly the sctivities of the school pnycholor'lst.

The Pennsylvania ,and 'tills cases mentioned earlier provide in-

sight
4

sight into the due process that must be provided. In the !!ills

case, the court stated that, "Due Process of law requires a hearing

orior to rxclusion, termination or classification into a special pro-

gram." (nberbillIg, 1073). This requirement, plus the right to

,adequate proernmrinp brouPht forth in the irvatt v. Fticknex case

will rein that educational decisions by professionnls till need doc

umentation that ill stand the test of public scrutiny (nilhoal, 1973).

!Idle 'rein! chnilenred cannot help but he somewhat threatening, the

reasonallrness of the demands cannot 1,e questioned.

In turning to the specific implications that exist from insur-

ing that due process is provided for all children, a ord of caution

Is necessary. In developing practical due process steps and their

implications it has been necessary to generalize from existing court

rulingn. As a result of the generalization orocess, the legal spec-

ificit!: is lost. Therefore, what is beim, shared is nn individual
interpretation of OUP nrocess implications, not one that has been

developed K' the judiciary.

:,11e nrocess for children may be viewed as encompassing the

followinp steps.

1. notification of the Parents if educational placement is to

be altered,

:'. right to appeal,

1. right to specification of outcomes,

ripht to evaluation of outcomes.

':otification of parents. Tf a child is to have his placement
aTtered, that is, to be moved from the repular propram offering,
tie parents rust be informed. Certainly this pertains to deci-
sions involving' rerovinr a child from the regular class nrogtam

for special .lass pincerent. Tt is unl-nown if this also per-'

reins to notification prior to rrovidlnc' itinerant or resource
ervices. it t'oul.' Peen, thourl., thnt parents have the right

to '.not, C:rourhout the school career ir he is not

nchicvinp sati:Jactory. :free psycholorical evaluation is
required for ell7Ability eeternination for special services
and that by IAW f;t10* services are renuired for children who
reed ther, narents would not have the riRht to withhold ;'emis-
sion 'or 2s-clo1oc;:r11 Tbe deram's of ao courts

e.',:c!t!on rnr 'nndicnflpoW 1.711es

.-cuall.; to :u%:,nt! the puhlie Nehools and to parents.



right to If the school rlace'cnt of a child Is to
altered, the parents have the riebt to appeal the decision.
Appeal erocedures differ, but in all cases they orleinnte at the
local level and nroceed to a neutral, higher level authorized to
provide a final ruling. of interest to the school psycholoeint
is the right of the parent to use all records and information
of the public school in formulating the appeal. The con'iden-
tiality of psychological evaluations and written reports exists
no longer.

Tt is important that ehat the courts are saying not be misin-
terpreted. They are not saying that the regular class placement
of children should never 1-,e altered. father, they are saying
that if the school chooses to alter the placement of a child
that there he sufficient evidence to support A change and the
type of chance intended. Tt is doubtful that this is less than
'hat each of us would expect, or demand, for our own children.

riet to qpngification of outcome,. If it is anpropriate to
jhanye the placement of a the benefits to be accrued
from that change must he available to the narents. Instructional
objectives that extend over a semester or a school year Ttould
seem to meet the requirement of expected outcomes. A number of
states and school systems have developed extensive lists of
neasureahle objectives in all curricular areas so that they
might be able to better specify expected pupil outcomes.

to evaluation of outcomes. The last step In the due pro -
cess requirements is the right or parents to receive an evalua-
tion of the outcomes that actually occur from the proram change.
"rain, it is reasonable that if a change Is made to benefit a
child that evaluation of whit actually occurred he done. If

the expected child change does not occur, it t'ould not necessarily
mean that the placement was inappropriate :n the first place
because unforeseen variables could have intervened. There is
no reason to suspect that the courts would demand precision and
exactness beyond our capabilities. "hat Is expected is that
sound judgment and reasonable actions, according to the "reason-
able man- principle, exist. If the parents are dissatisfied
with the results from the placement change, they may exercise
their right to appeal. nnce again, they would have access
to school records in formulating their appeal.

'.lone evaluation of the intended outcomes for a child,
it is necessary to rystematically re-evaluate the appropriate-
ness of the educational placement. This re-evaluation is to
insure that the child remain in his present placement or move
closer or further from the regular prorram as warranted based
on his current functioninr and nelds. ,ts can he seen, the due
procens procedures atterpt to insure that decision-making on the
Pdurational Ilfo of the child Is on rninc and dynanic rather than
,in,'u!ar And :,eranout :n nature.



implicetfons of deeyrocese. hr, implications of due nroces

can be viewed in three areas! echool-pnrert commnnicntion, ern-

fessionnl enoeeration and arcontabilitv. it would seen that

established communication from the scbcol to the hon., that

beretofere has been viewed as ideal and ihilosophical munc

occur in practice. longer can !;e1,00ls lesit until a child bas

repeetedlv demonstrated an inahilitv to nerform and a decision

to chinee the rhild'n placement hag leen made to contact the

nareots. Instead, continuous report ine should occur from the

first sign of difficulty and that reporting contain information

on efforts heine taker to help the child, nhviously, the school

psycholorist is only a Part of such .t communication netorh.
'bete tie netuorl exists and ',:es been In operation, the school

psycholoeist will not he confronted Yith the dilerra of facing

parent.; eho did not suspect that their child was not doing accept-

able woe. in school,

he dw! nrocoss tens requirc :hat "rester onperation exist

among profesnionalg. r)ecisione en diaenosis, ereeram rodifi-
eations, exnected outco.en nnd evaluation eest leTore a teen
function that involves the school rsvcolovist, teachers, and
consultants am well as other personnel. it is enreasonahle to

n VFIrt schen! eeecholnelet to he able to iustifv a placerent
chanle ithout input rm. teachers and consultants. Likewise,

erogram decisiens and evaluation would he difficult If the ex-
pertiae of the Reboot Psvcholcwist was denied the other indi-

viduals, 7uch cooperation vill require us to learn hnw to
eeet ee a tear', and ilSn tirqe. Teamwork is developed throueh

nenerience, Powevor, the time eugt e provided for the term to

!eindle the tanf,s that exist as it Yorks toeether, A major change

in educational practice arising from the due process renuirenents

rust he the allocation of time during, the school day to deal

with inportart educational issues. 'he 7rrPT proeram (Support

Peoerams resource Teicbers) sponsnred by the Town e-
uart,-.c.rt of ''ub!ic irstrtion ',ac had school tine for staffines

built Into ft From be7innilf. rnd the reported benefit' from
Chose staffieel !Ave heen '-ost encouravine. ,Theual eeetines

aroni! oro.'essfonals art Lour-. vill not alloy the sophis-

ticated oducitiopal deci,,fous that are helm' renuired to be made.

"espons:ibilitv fer heinv lecouatable eereeates the anti re issue

of due proco.:s -arrountabilftv for connunication, decision-
ero-rammine and aluation. "hile tones have been written

on the sul.iert droolint11,111t :, there annears to be two con-

sidorntion.4 that .,entioned, rirst fs involvement
of parents :is ,embers of r.nr tPar ird in the decision-naHr.r

process. If t is t,, e accountalle to the parents , the

pnrentr Icing the re;,rewntative of the child's interests, their
fnvolverent Increase tLp .d i 1 1tv to be accountable ind

20tontimi!- he tit' rild tbroup.h a coor-

dinated cf'',rt.
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The second consideration in necr,untabilit) 13 recordkeeping
associlted with team decisions ant! pupil evaluation. An effic
ient, but still effective, manner of r'cording Information C.-at
pertains to contacts with parents, staff decisions, intended
outcomes and evaluation result!; must he developed. This is
perhaps one of the more perplexing hurdles to be overcome. "o
one wants to amass pounds of paper that have to te sifted through
to see what previous actions have been taken, objectives spe:-
ified snd so forth. Yet, there is a current need for documen-
tation that has not previously existed and that cannot he ignored.
Tt rust be assumed that like the area of teamwork, sTerience
pill provide insiehts necessary to mae recordkeeping effective
and efficient.

Summary

Tt might be possible because of the intricate involvement of schml
psychologists in the decisions that are made for landicapped children
in the schools to he fearful of the activity of the courts. the
visibility of the school psycholopirt rav seem to make him a prPster
target than other special edncators, it is doubtful that there is need
for concern. It might be observed that no menlon has been made of
the suits that have dealt with practices that constitute Mntant
violations of civil rights through unjustifiable uses of standardized
tests In altering the placement of children. !'ecause no one would
condone ignoring adaptive behavior in placement of children in speclal
classes, that concern need not e;:ist. Also, the due process renuire-
ments should enable school psychologists to better nccomplish their
purposes. "ith the school having to he able to justify its actions,
the due process requirements may serve as a lever to permit children
"ith nroblems to he staffed early and to rake hatter educational decis-
ions.



LEST C011 AVAILABLE

rn" ':)11'

"reinarilv - discussion of eevrational prograrring wonld follow
a section that discusses the identification, evaluation nrd diamosis
of the mentally retarded. Tn this case sqch a discussion precPdes the
section on idencification, evaluation are diagnosis. The reason l'or

this departure fro:: tradition Is that sienificant changes are occur-
ring in the vay that educational 3ervices for the mentally retarded
are legtnning to be viewed. Mese are :!.hannes that Will have a rast4c
and hopefully very rosifIve effect on educational evaluation and
diagnosi.

chinwe alludN' to is simply the -rowing comeltnent or "le
!Ian of special educatars to the nhilosophy Inherent in the cascade
ilysten of rpecinl rducation fervic ?n (Figure 1). The nascade or
Continuum of rnecial ''duration lervices presents an inntructional
model that can he used in lookin at the educational reeds of (1,110ren.
In loollnr. it tit, Cascade System, it can ,)$3 seevl that no mention is
made of traditional snecial education categories suet, is rental re-
tardation, learuin disabilities, emotional disturbance and so on.
instead, the rnsendo rysten presents a hierarchy of instructional
levels rangine from regular class enrollment with no extra assistance
to the child to homebound instruction. This continuum recognizes that
regardless of lahel, cbi;Oren fitting any single psycho-medical Mae-
nosis are not alihe odncationally. ,.s a ernup, their educational needs
will cover the continuum of special educational services. Also, the
type of special educational service that a child need is not static.
The child's status may change and movement away fror or toward full,
unassisted participation in the regular class nay occur.
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As one looks at the Cascade System, a tapered design can he
seen. This indicates that fewer pupils are in need of more special-
ized services as ncvement away from Level T, regular class gucement,
occurs. Level 17 may he viewed as 'Ticluciing a variety of strategies
designed to assist the child In beige: successful 1r the regular
class program. ThiN would include assilltance to the teacher, special
materials, and itinerant and resource services. Level III, part-
time special class placement, represents the type of program tradi-
tiorally designed for educable pupils. That le, the core curriculum
!s provided in the special class setting, but the pupil is selectively
integrated line areas suc as music, art, physical education and other
subject areas where he can he successful. level TV or full-time
special class placement would be the pto7ram used for pupils who could
not benefit from integration. This, in the past, has included low
functioning educable pupils, trainable pupils, severely emotionally
disturbed children and others. Special stations, Level V, represents
programming that has been found in special schools for the physically
nandicepped, socially maladjusted, and mentally retarded. Public
school programs connected to sheltered workshops, mental health agen-
cies and hospitals would be considered special stations, also. The
laet level In the education domain is level VI, homebound instruction.
Served at this level would he those children who have not been able
to function at a higher level because of factors of health, maturation
or social adjustment. Also shown by the Cascade System, Level VII,
is the role of non-school services for handicapped children. In-
patient programs for children needing highly specialized treatment
services that inc)ale a residential component offer a starting point
for children no', able to profit from participation in any of the
first six levels. It should be mentioned that a child might need to
he at Level VII because of medical or family variables that are inde-
pendent of educational functioning.

Implications of the cascade System

A major concern to school psychologists and others interested
in the education of mentally retarded pupils has been the results
of the efficacy studies. Even though the results have been equivocal
and inconclusive at best, a controversy briefly raged regarding
whether any educable children should he in special classes. Within
a short period of time, the question of special clans placement was
modified to one of what children, under what conditions and for what
purposes should be placed in special classes. The complexity of
the special class issue has by no means been lessened. However, the
Cascade System offers a different way of looking at special education
services for mentally retarded pupils and all other handicapped ch!ld-
ren. Rather than being locl-ed into an eitheror situation, that is,
regular class or special class placement, it is possible to see that
strategies that provide intervention greater than regular class en-
rollment with no assistance and less than special class enrollment are
available and may he aopropriete. Thus, the educable mentally retarded
may constitute a diagnostic category, but that category is not a viable
instructional Pxolminr. Thereforr, the first implication of the Cas-
cade System in that n cascade or continuum of special educational ser-
vices should he available for all children. Placement of children on
that continuum of services is determined by the instructional needs of
each child instead of traditional rateporical labels.



A second implication of the Cascade System is that educational

placement is dynamic and not static. This is consistent with the

1961 and the 1971 definitions of mental retardation. Diagnosis of

mental retardation is based on current functioning only and is sub-

ject to change, enrollment at any level cf the enntinuum is based on

current instructional needs and is subject to change. It would not

he unlikely for some children to be successful In an elementary school

situation with the help e a resource teacher, but with promotion

into junior h!gh or senior high to f*evelop tne need for the services

of a part-time special class. On the other hands with advances in

career education at the junior and senior high, it might be that some

children who need a pact-time special class at the elementary level

will only need resource teacher assistance at the junior and senior

high levels. generally movement ould occur one step upward

or downward it a time, in some cases a child might he able to advaece

more than ony level or need to move downward more than one level at

a time.

The third Implication, a feature not easily seen, is thet
child might he participating in two instructional levels at one

tine. For example, some children in part or full-time special

classes may receive the services of itinerant or resource teachers

lust as do Teleils attending regular classes. The exciting aspect

of this Is that an increase': number of alternatives can be viewed

when instructional decisions a:e made.

The fourth implication of the Cascade System is an important

one for school psychologists. The courts are requiring that due

process be provided to children, i.e., that movement away from the

regular program he to only the extent that is necessary to provide

the child an appropriate education. The criticism that has been

directfei at us is that we have been taking a child from the regular
class and placing him in a special class without providing othet

alternatives. Through the use of a continuum concept of services,
due process should he provided for since the Cascade System promotes
early intervention, and intervention that proeresses from a small

to a great deviation from the regilar program as change is needed.

The fifth implication is that the existence and use of a Cas-
cade System of Special Education Services will make the placement

of pupils into special classes easier. The school psychologist has
always faced a number of problems in making a decision on whether or
not special class placement was needed for a child. These problems
have included the validi!v of tests; the possibility that the pro-
blem is situational, that is, it rests with the nature of the regular
class instead ee the child; the feeling that the child needed help,
but not a special class; and the possibility that with maturation the
child could function In the regular nroeram. These problems are not
minor because placing a child in a special class is a major decision.
Special class eurriculum is not the saire is that offered in the reg-
ular class, .and once a child is placed !n a special class the likeli-
hood that he can return to the regular proeram and compete academically



is small. As a result. there has always been a tendency to delay
placement of children in special classes until sufficient evidence
has been gathered that the child cannot profit from the regular pro-
gram, Sufficient evidence has frequently meant that the child has
repeatedly failed in the school situation. Obviously, permitting
a child to experience continual failure is nov desirable and is
deleterious to his attitude toward teachers, school and learning. Be-
cause alternatives exist that are less drastic than special class
placement, early intervention is encouraged. By observing the Progress
of the child as he utilizes early intervention strategies, an estimate
of his ability to benefit from special materials, curriculum modifi-
cations and resource services can be made. Tf it is seen that the
child is not benefiting from regular class attendance with supplemen-
tal assistance, then a decision can be made using the child's pre-
vious educational functionin3 and current instructional needs as a
reference point. This would constitute n much fairer assessment of
adaptive behavior for the purposes of classifying school children as
mentally retarded than what we have used in the past.

In summarizing the importance of the Cascade System, it might be
said that it represents the beginning of a new era in special educa-
tion. Rather than being locked into rigid, psycho-medical classifi-
cation systems as we have been, we Are provided a vehicle, a frame of
reference, for looking at the educational needs of children who ex-
perience problems in school. Instead of having to view all mentally
retarded nupils as needing special classes or all learning disabled
children as needing resource rooms, we are required to select the most
appropriate intervention strategy for each child. The Cascade System
is especially important to the field of mental retardation. Since we
see mental retardation from an educational viewpoint, it provides a
functional system for assessing adaptive behavior and stresses, as
does the definition of mental retardation, current functioning only.

The desirability of mainstreamiil.

!lainst-eaming has taken on almost mystical qualities for some
educators in the last few years. Returning all handicapped children
to the regular nrogram has been the goal. Philosophically this is
the goal of special education, but unfortunately some have approached
the goal not as a philosophical one, but as one that is concrete and
immediately obtainable. Nationally, there have been children in some
special classes that have been returned in mass to the regular pro-
gram and the special classes dismantled. Also, some school psycholo-
gists have taken the position t}.at no child should be placed in a
special class because special classes are the antithesis of main-
streaming.

No one could question that returning of children ill-placed in
special classes to the regular program or that maintaining children
who can benefit from the regular program in that placement is desir-
able. A top priority of the Bureau for the Pandicapped, usor is
cervices tr) nildlv handicapped children, those pupils who can benefit
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from the regular program with special assistance. Looking at the Cas-
cade System as a reference this would seem to be appropriate because
the largest number of children with problems are in that area.

"hat is disturb.A.ng is the narrow definition that seems to have
been applied by some to the concept of mainstreaming. To some, main-
streaming is "keeping all children in the program of regular education."
A more appropriate definition of mainstreaming might be, "providing
the most appropriate education for each child in or as close to the
program of regular education as ,)ossible." Tt would seem that this
second view of mainstreaming per-its us to consider the benefits the
child receives from his educational experience and the first one does
not. Even without the emphasis of the courts on "appropriate educa-
tion", it would seem incomprehensible that having children in regular
programs without learning occurring could justified on any basis.

Sztlial class curriculum and instruction

Curriculum can he viewed as the objectives of the educational
program and instruction as the methods by which the objectives will
he accomplished ("even, lq71).

The lack of specific objectives and prepared curriculum materials
that special class teachers can use has presented major problems in
mental retardation. Specifically, it has permitted the objectives of
the educational program to be determined by each special class teacher.
Tn contrast to the regular class teacher, the special class teacher has
had to determine the objectives, sequence them, gather or develop mat-
erials and then select the instructional strategies; while the regular
teacher has only needed to devote her energies to the methods of
accomplishing the objectives. In the best of circumstances, where
special class teachers have been effectively accomplishing all those
tasks, good instruction has occurred, but an uncoordinated sequence
of instruction between classes has existed. In less than the best
of circumstances, the overall relevancy of the child's school ex-
periences has been lac'ejng.

This problem of coordinatior of the special class curriculum
and sequence of instruction has not been totally alleviated. For-

tunately, some very positive changes are occurring. There has been
an increasing amount of commercially prepared material available that
has relevancy to nuoi: reeding special curriculum. Because of
this, improvement in curriculum has neen occurring. In addition, the
Bureau for the 1:andicapped, rSor has been funding projects that have
been developing curriculum for special classes. At this time there
are four such protects ami they cover the content areas of science,
social learning, arithmetic and physical education. Iowa has been
field testing the science and the social learning curriculum over
the past few years. A preliminary judgment based on Iowa field
testing is most encouragine and within a short period of time stu-
dents in special classes should he able to nrorress through a good

progran: usinr rurrfcu lur and raterfals ,resigned for them.



The contact persons for information on the curriculum develop-
ment projects are listed below. The only curriculum material that
Is currently available for purchase is tht science program.

ICAN Project

Janet Wessel, Director
Michigan State University
Department of Health, P. E. and Recreation
East Lansing, Michigan 48823

J. F. Cawley
Math Project
University of conneticut
Storrs, Connecticut 06268

Herbert Goldstein, Director
Curriculum Research and Development Center
Yeshiva University
55 Fifth Avenue
New York, New York 10003

BSCS Science Program for the Mentally Retarded
Hubbard Scientific Company
2855 Shermer Road
Northbrook, Illinois 60062

The problem of deciding what the outcomes.of instruction should
be for pupils in special classes will not he totally resolved by
prepared curriculums. Even with the best field testing, materials
cannot he developed that will meet all the needs of every pupil in a
special class. t..vhile we can hope for a more effective overall program,
there will still be many decisions left for school personnel. This
is to he expected since the pupils needing special class placement
are those with more than minor learning and adjustment problems.

Tt is in this decision-making process that the school psychologist
may find one of his most challenging roles. This is the role of de-
ciding the learning outcomes to be expected from placing or continu-
ing the placement of a child in a special class. This will be a
cooperative role in which many professionals, and perhaps the parents,
provide input and assist in determining instructional goals. This
decision-making process is related to evaluation and diagnosis and
is discussed in the next section.



BEST CGPY

TIVNTTFICATION, MALUATION AND DIAGNOSIS

"ome children who are mentally retarded enter school with their

condition already having been brought to the attention of the public

school. As :4 group, children functioning in the moderate range of

mental retardation or below tend to be identified during the preschool

years. This changes the focus of the school Psychologist from
identification of mental retardation to that of determing proper
placement of the child on the Cascade System and that of providing
useful information to the teacher. This self-identification process
also may he true for some children who would he classified as edu-

cable mentally retarded. However, the hulk of the mentally retarded
children in the public schools enter and are not suspected of low

intellectual functioning until they begin formal academic activities.

The approach to identifying school age children who have low
mental ability has changed over the last decade. When special classes

were in their infamy in the public schools, there was an active
attempt to identify children who might be educable mentally retarded.
Various screening procedures to isolate high risk children using

group scores from intelligence and achievement tests, plus the use

of class profiles or rankings developed by teachers found widespread

application in the schools. The role of the school psychologist at
that point in time tended to he one of verification. lie verified

that certain children did in fact have a low TO and thus should he

placed in a special class for the mentally retarded. our point of

IPV about placement of children in special classes and the role of
school nsycholoeist has changed greatly since that time.

It is ciouhtful that there is the desire or the need to approach
the identification of children witi. low mental development as t7e have

in the past. Courts have expressed their concern about the use of
group and individual tests as determiners of children's educational

placement. School psychologists appropriately reject demands for
testing that are not accompanied by expectations of acquiring in-
formation that will be helpful to the child.

'cur purpose now is to identify children who are experiencing
school difficulties as soon as those difficulties arise. The Cas-
cade System of rnerial Fducation Services serves as a filter in

this identification process. Because there are alternatives avail-
able for children :n the regular class who are experiencing difi-
culty, there are practical reasons to expend the energy to Identify
them early. continuum of services for children with problems might
also make practical use out of the results of standardized achieve-
ment tests. Tf what is taught is measured by the achievement tests,
these results could provide one method by which the adaptive behavior
of children fp academic areas could he observed. The emphasis of
screening is placed on locating children experiencing school difficulty,
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not children with low mental ability. The school nsychologist is given
the question, "Are there identifiable reasons for the child's diffi-
culty and what type of programming would be most appropriate for bin'"
This question is greatly different than, "Ts he eligible for a special
class?"

Evaluation of children suspected of mental retardation

The evaluation process requires more than psychological testinI.
This is stressed in university training programs and also in the state
regulations governing diagnosis of handicapping conditions. Too
often this requirement is viewed as another state regulation, some-
thing else that impedes the delivery of services. At the same time,
the rationale for requiring an evaluation of the child's vision,
hearing, speech and general health is obvious. Diagnosis of any
condition requires that other causal factors he eliminated before
a diagnosis is made. Male low incidence conditions causing poor
school performance may be small in number, they are frequent enough
to cause alarm if there is failure to investigate them. Also, if
the school psychologist is an advocate for children, he may he in
the strongest position to require or facilitate minor corrections
that have a hearing on the child's performance, even if such correc-
tions have no bearing on diagnosis. It should he mentioned that eval-
uation precedes diagnosis, so a broad view of evaluation is warranted
for all children being studied because of school problems.

Such an approach to evaluation requires the functioning of a
team. This would include the speech and/or hearing clinician, school
nurse, and the school psychologist. In most cases the full par-
ticipation of a physican, while desirable, would not be feasible and
consideration of the child's general health would he based on his
being under the ^are of a family physican, school attendance and
opinions of the school nurse. Certainly, where there was any ques-
tion about the possible contributing nature of poor general health
to the child's functioning the active involvement of the physican
would he sought. Also involved In the evaluation would he the regular
class teacher and other personnel, such as consultants, who could
offer information based on experience with the, child or obtained
through conducting academic assessment.

The heart of the evaluation is not the independent activities
and information gathering of the various individuals, but the pooling
of information and cooperative decision-making. It is interesting
that an emphasis (n interdisciplinary teaming is not new and has been
discussed in the literature for many years. Tt is the implementa-
tion of the UnscnOe c,vstem of Special Education Services that will
take such an approach out of the clinics and both require and provide
the opportunity for it to he used in the schools. It is only when
there is more than one decision that can be made that such a de-
cision-making approach will be used in the schools.



BEST COPY AVAILABLE

Diagnosis and team responsibility_

Evaluation of the child by various individuals with differing
types of expertise can easily be supported. A variety of informa-

tion is needed if a sound decision is to be made. The question is,

"A decision made by wham?" The Rules and Regulations of S_pecial Edu-

cation Explained: II indicate that it is the responsibility of
the school psychologist to certify that the child is eligible for
special services as a result of being mentally retarded. At one time

this was the major role of the school psychologist, certifying eli-
gibility. Now, because of the increased number and kind of personnel
available and an emphasis on making much more refined instructional
decisions, the school psychologist is asked to and has the opportun-
ity to use the expertise of others. A problem will exist unless
the diagnostic decision is viewed as a team function, rather than the
decision of a single individual, tie school psychologist. One can
imagine the attitude of professional colleagues if diagnosis and re-
sulting instructional options rest with one individual who can deter-
mine the outcome regardless of the opinions of others. In such an
environment, the professionals will never develop into a functioning
unit.

A dilemma exists in that there are certain criteria for mental
retardation that must exist to which only the school psychologist can
respond. No diagnosis of mental retardation can be made unless the
school psychologist, through observation and formal evaluation,
indicates that lowered intellectual functioning is present. Beyond

that is the whole area of adaptive behavior. If the child has lowered
intellectual ability, who should determine if adaptive behavior is
impaired? It seems only reasonable that this is the area in which
other individuals have the most to contribute and where a group de-
cision is the most important. The danger of such an approach is
that in some circumstances the school psychologist, who has had
the only vote in the past, may have the only descenting opinion in
a diagnostic decision. l'owever, there is absolutely no way that
this can he avoided if team functioning is truly sought.

The implication of such an approach to determing a diagnosis
is that the psychologist, as representative of the team, must have to
certify that a child is mentally retarded in a situation where he has
doubts. The one factor that has not been mentioned is that the readi-
ness for all areas of Towa to approach educational diagnosis of mental
retardation in this manner is not the same. The Anel, expertise,
agreed on purposes and operating procedures muEl .il he present if

such a team approach is to occur. One of the most important leader-
ship roles of the school psychologist might he helping to bring about
the conditions where he would feel good about sharing decisions on
diagnosis and the accompanying educational decisions.

Because of the repeated and intended emphasis on instruction,
diagnostic labels right seer to he unimportant. Tt is just the
opposite thwIgh. In Tows, as in most states, children must he cer
tified as handicapped if they are to receive special education ser-
vices. The (!innosis of mental retardation should increase offer-
ings to children, not make their school career more difficult.



Using all of the alternatives available in the Cascade System,
there are services that the child should be able to receive that per-
mit the label to serve purposes of certifying eligibility without
affixing the label on the child. Also, inherent within the definition
of mental retardation, if some of our services are effective a child's
label of mental retardation can be removed.

Decisions and the team

Vben decisions that are to be made are discussed in some order,
as they must be, it appears that some real, concrete senuence exists.
In reality, problem solving, which is what the educational team ia en-
gaged in, doesn't occur in a nice, neat order. The advantage of a
sequence is that it provides guioance to the problem solving process
and where a hypothetical sequence does exist, it prevents the team from
prematurely pursuing avenues that might he blind alleys.

The beginning of the process must he consideration of why the
child is being discussed at all. Tt would seem that the largest
number of children being seen by the team would be experiencing minor
school difficulties. 'escribine the problem educationally, that is,
the current academic or social adjustment that has brought the child to
the attention of the teem, should alloy a decision to be made regard-
ing possible resources in regular education or minor modifications
to his school nrogram that would resolve the problem. Involving the
teacher or teachers pertinent to the case will allow a reality based
discussion of regular education alternatives to occur. The teachers
who will be doing the work will he able to respond positively or neg-
atively to the suggestions of others.

If no immediate solution to the problem can be found in the regular
program, it will 1,e necessary to gather information on the child and
re-describe the problem. 1!, increasing the amount of information
gathered on the pupil, that is, using formal testing and observation,
as the ,drocess continues, professional time can he conserved for the
children with the most difficult problems. flopefully, this additional
information and re-description of the program will give the insight
necessary to serve the child in the regular program. If not, a de-
cision to be made is whether or not the child is eligible for special
education services. The assessment to determine this may have been
completed or may still need to be done.

Tf the child is eligible for special education services the
problem should be re-described or the previous description confirmed.
rnphasis is placed nn the description because if alternatives are to
be evaluated, agreement must exist on the nature of the problem.
Then, the outcomes desired from some form of intervention must he
clearly established. The team would ask, "Ti what is being sought
improvement in reading, arithmetic, social behavior or a curriculum
that stresses selfhelp skills, oral communication or social adapt-
atior to the corinunitv?" 'Then the nutrores are identified, it might
he that the exfstinv special education alternatives have nothing to
offer. Tn such n case, it will he necessary to go hack to the offer-
ings of the regular program or see that some change is made in the



special education offerings available. There would be absolutely no
sense in placing a child in some special education service where it is
known before hand that the needs of the child would not be met.

!!ith the desired outcomes of intervention specified, a decision
might he made to place the child at one of the levels of the Cascade

stem for a specific type of service. Such a decision would re-

quire certain types of administrative action for the necessary
changes to be made. If the principal and the parents have been
active participants in the decision-making process, time delay and
difficulty should be minimized.

Before an instructional change is made the desired outcomes
should he operationalized. That is, the outcomes should he shaped
into some measurable form so that it will be possible to evaluate
at a later date whether or not they have been met. The date for eval-
uation of pupil progress should also be established. This will give
the teacher, parents and everyone else a time that they can expect
the effectiveness of the service to he reported. This evaluation or
reporting of effectiveness will provide an opportunity to determine
if the current placement on the Cascade System is still appropriate or
if a change should he made.

Figure 3 shows a recycling process as part of the system just
discussed. The recycling permits desired outcomes to be updated
based on new information and previous pupil performance. This

creates a basis for future and on-going review of the effectiveness
of the special education intervention for the child and appropriateness
of Ms -.!urrent educational placement.

Taplications of a team approach
FM ....7

Aoy description makes a team process seem to be easier to use
than it is in real life. The problems that center around having the
expertise needed, ability of team members to work effectively together,
and an operating structure to produce result3 have been mentioned.
Even when these problems have been resolved, the teaming process is
complex. The largest problem to be faced is that the problems of
children that come before the team are difficult ones. As can be ex-
pected, minor problems for which resources or alternatives readily
exist are programmed fer in the classroom or adjustments are made using
the regular school channels. Thus, the problems that are brought to
the team are those for which a single, best solution will rarely be
found. Instead, the team members will he faced with situations where
no alternative is entirely free rf some features that the team would
like to avoid.

School psychologists have alwdys wrestled with these difficult
situations, but usually independently. The same concerns that face
the team, that is, undesirable features associated with existing alter-
natives, have plagued the school psychologist. Using a team approach
does not reduce the difficulty, it lust involves more people in reaching
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a decision and makes more people aware of the limitations associated

with a decision. In addition to making better decisions, increased
awareness may permit school personnel to minimize the effects of the

limitation by compensating for it here they can. For example, the

team might decide that a child needed the services of a resource

teacher to improve his academic functioning. Associated with that de-

cision could be the concern that the child might loose his social pos-

ition in the peer group because of the amount of time and the times
that he would he gone from the classroom. Even though the major ob-

jectives for the child were academic in nature, the teachers would be
in a better position to promote and create opportunities for continued
peer group involvement because of their awareness of this possible pro-

blem. Also, because of increased sensitivity to the problem, the
teachers would be in a better position to observe any change in peer
relations.

The second outcome of having more people aware of the limitations
of decisions would he the accumulation of information important for such
activities as altering the nature of the curriculum structuring of
building level services, determining staff development priorities, and
securing additional learning resources. The school psychologist through
working with children with problems has gathered insight into how atten-
dance centers could change to better serve all children. Unfortunately,
unless others who work in that attendance center encounter the limita-
tions that exist, they may remain unaware or their priorities may be
different.

The team approach is perhaps the highest form of professional risk
taking. observations and opinions that were once unchallenged because
of operating procedure are thrown on the table where they will be open
for review. The benefits seem to far outweigh the disadvantages.
Evolving from this approach should be better decisions for children
resulting in better services. And, because of the recognition of limit-
ations that exist in program alternatives, a greater openness toward
evaluation and review of pupil progress should develop. These are
two major, direct benefits to children. The indirect benefits should
include the staff development of everyone participating in the process
and the heightened visibility of limitations that exist in the school
building. Such benefits are greater than we have received from the
practices that we have used in the past.



filirnr no t.'r oo rho- !Tyr?

In this pallor the problem of definine mental retardation, recent
legal actions in special education, educational Programming, and
evaluation and diaenosis have been discussed. such discussion is

eoing to eliminate the difficulties that currently confront profession-
als working in the area of mental retardation. Popefully, two things

have been accomplished. The first is that the complex variables con-
tributing to our problems can he better understood, improving our
ability to respond effectively and nroductively. The second is that
some specific imnlications for our professional activities and prior-

ities ran he seen that can he acted nn.

Twn riaior ,luhstantative concepts were "resented regarding rental

retardation that hear repeating. -he first is the relativity of mental

retardation. ''hat is ultimately tc be considered retarded functioning
not only Includes characteristics of the individual, hut. it also in-
cludes characteristics of the environment in which the individual is

required to function. This means that individuals who are constitu-
t4.onally the same, hut oho are required to function in different en
vironments may he classified differently. Thus, ability to adapt to

1,,yone's environment plays n ey role in the determination of mental re-

tardation. In addition to intellectual variables, diagnosis in the
school situation must consider the renairements of the child's school
environment. It is this school functioning that is of the most concern
to the school nsychologist.

The second concept is that mental retardation is a measitre of cur-

rent functioning only. This is often difficult to understand because
many children diagnosed as mentall!; retarded will not sufficiently im-

prove in adaptive behavior to warrant re-classification. It would

seen that this point-in.time ciassification of mental retardation, i.e.,
that the diagnosis can change, ,-could he most important to us. it

7rovides for optimism that should nart of Inv treatment program,
the hope that witl, a well designed program the individual's behavior
nay change and he will no longer he considered handicapped. Also, if

we believe that mental retardation is a measure of current functioning,

our efforts to provide apnrnpriate and periodic re-evaluation should be

serious and should center around the individual's adaptive behavior.

ThrougLout this paper an emphasis has been placed on instructional
alternatives, teaming, and team decision-mal'iug. Tt 1-Yould he unfortunate

if this content was treated as educational philosophy that was not
practical in the real world. (ranted, it would he difficult to locate
many places in Iowa where a complete Cascade System of Special Education
Services exists. Also, a team approach to making educational dceisions
is used in few school buildings :Irv: nlmost no total school system in
Iowa. however, we do have the .advantage of having in operation most of
the components of the Cascade cystem throughout the state. Also, we
have the personnel to use the team process that has been discussed.
"ith the Cascade System, our tasl. is to fill in the missing services.



With the team process, our task is to earn to make decisions cooper-
atively. It would seem that a true continuum of services could not
exist outside of an environment that embraces the tear process. Ilth-
out the team process, we are back to having rigid programs that inhibit
the movement of children upward or downward on the continuum based on
their individual needs.

The tasks of implementing the Cascade System and team process are
too great to accntplish overnight. Heavy reliance is placed on the
team process to improve services and to eliminate many of the things
that we currently dislike. The decision making, the product of the
team approach, cannot he legislated, regulated by the state, or mandated
by school administrators. Such actions can and hopefully will facili-
tate the team process, hut, it is the learned ability to function in a
cooperative environment that is crucial to its effectiveness. It is
the people involved who make the difference.

In making the difference, the school psychologist plays a funda-
mental role. individually, his contributions are important to the
success of any team process. In addition to the attitudes and actions
of the school psychologist, he is in a position to lead the way for
others. This leading can take two forms. The first is providing be-
havior for others to model after. The discussion of courts and also
the team process should provide insight for changes in professional
practices that should he made. By making at least some of these changes
in our practices, people who are still saying that it should he do.e
can be shown that it can be done. many changes are within the power
of the individual school psychologist to make.

The second form of leadership takes the form of the school Psy.7hol-
ogist serving as a catalyst, an action agent. Inservice training of
teachers, participation in establishing priorities for special educa-
tion units and local schools, providing data to schools on the problems
that children are trxneriencing, mot' sharing information on such things
as (Jle orocess and the cascade concept with !qtocipals and superint,,n-
dents are all forms of this leadership. "any school psychologists have
been doing this, many have not. To perform effectively as a catalyst
requires a degree of public relations skill that some school psycholo-
gists have ignored. Even where public relations skills have been present,
singleness of purpose generally has not been present. For the change
to occur that the school psychologist is seel-ing will require persistence
and a limiting of the requests for change that are made on a school.
nombarding a school with too many ideas and too much information may
prevent any positive change from occurring because the school is moving
in too many directions at once. Where change has not occurred, it may
he because the school psychologist has seen himself is 1 dispenser of
information instead of as a catalyst for directed change.

The leadership role of the school psychologist involves more than
promoting a change that will be beneficial to children. The selection
of the type of change that is most appropriate for a school building or
school system must precede any promotion. Determining what changes are
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apnropriate involves looking at priorities, readiness and feasibility

for success. The kind of relativity that exists in mental retardation
also exists in determining the changes that a school building could
profit most from. Staffing patterns, curriculum, teacher attitudes,
and available leadership all differ and help to determine what the first
step should he. Tice fact that school buildings are not all Alike is
chat makes the role of the school psychologist so important. ro is the
major representative of special education involved with school Imildings
because he is the one contacted when children first experience diffi-
culties in school. His involvement at the building level should provide
insight necessary to identify and prioritize areas for positive change.

The ability of the school psychologist to generate change is re-
lated to his ibilW to demonstrate behavior that others can and want
to model. The day- to -day interaction 1.1th building nersonnel, emphasis
on adaptive l'ehavior, and emphasis on involving others in the decision-
making nrocess along with the results he produces for children will
color the sttitudes or others toward his sugeestions. Effectiveness as
a school psvcholm.ist is interwoven with the ability to serve as a
model and a catalyst.

The major nrohlens that confront us, providing due process and ap-
propriate instructional alternatives, lelong to many people. The legis-
lature, Department of Public Instruction, directors of special education,
and building principals are only a few of the parties involved. For

many reasons there is no individual nrofessional that is in a better
position to initiate new direction than the school ps,hologist. With
the opportunity to art cones the responsilllity to attnnpt to r)rnvide
new ,!irt...(Aion or to remain silent the failures of others and uncriti-
cal of the current order of things.
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:.calor Statewide Services in itertal Retardation*

Ceneral health, education and welfare services that are available

on a statewide basis and that are used most frequently by workers in

mental retardation are listed in the following material. orte of the

agencies have regional offices and others do not. Tn addition to the

services listed, there are community sponsored services in many locales

that serve mentally retarded individuals.

Statewide services are listed under nine headings: Dfagnostic Ser-

vices, Pealth :1ervices, Counseling and "el fare cervices, Pesidential.

Care tervices, Fducational Services, nehahilitation and rmployment
Services, Consultation on Program nevelopment, Coordination of cervices

and Voluntary Organizations on mental retardation. rollowing each ser-

vice is an address or addresses through llich additional specifc in-

formation can be obtained.

DTAGN0STIC SFAVICES

Child nevelument Clinic

ne child Development Clinic is an outpatient facility and is a

division of the Department of Pediatrics in the University hospitals.

P11 referrals to the Clinic must be made by a physician.

The primary role of the Child Development Clinic is as a diagnostic

clinic for developmental problems in children. Once the diagnosis is

made, the child is referred back to his personal physician and the

resources of the local community with appropriate recommendations. In

selected cases, short-term therapy nay he provided by the Clinic if

no local resources are available.

The Clinic will provide a comprehensive study on any child under

17 years who has:

1. Problems suggestive of mental retardation;
2. Problems associated with poor school nerformance; or

3. Psychological problems associated with medical conditions.

Child Development Clinic
rniversity hospital. School
Iowa City, Iowa 52240

Glenwood and "oodward State Hospital-Schools

Each of the two state hospital-schools offer diagnostic and eval-
uative services for the half of the state for which they are responsible.
A comprehensive evaluation Is offered to any person suspected of being

*Adapted from Tntroduction to Statewide Service for the Mentally.
Retarded in Iowa, Roswell, Caster T,anc.e, .:ovember, 1968.
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mentally retarded and a specific and realistic program is outlined to
meet such an individual's needs within the hospital-school or the com-
munity. Since the Code of Towa requires an evaluation prior to any
admission, the clinic also determines such eligibility. Further, pupil-
patients on leave from the hospital-school in foster homes or on work
placements may use the services of the clinic if they encounter dif-
ficulty in their adjustment.

All applicants for evaluation are initiated through the office of
the count, designate, who is appointed by the county board of super-
visors. The designate is generally the director of the county depart-
ment of special services, although other responsible individuals may
be appointed. Community consultants, employed by the hospital-schools,
work closely with the county designates to aid in the processing of
applications.

Woodward State hospital- School
Uoodward, Towa 50276
Atteniion: Intake Supervisor

Diagnostic-Evaluation Clinic

State Services for Crippled Children

Glenwood State hospital- School
Glenwood, Towa 51534
Attention: Director

Outpatient Services

State Services for Crippled Children, established under the Social
Security Act of 1935, functions under The University of Iowa. A crippled
child is defined by the agency as one who has a chronic or congenital
health problem which hinders the realization of his full potential.
Since field clinic services are diagnostic and evaluative, the staff
of examiners requests the name of the local physician or dentist who
cares for the child so a confidential report and recommendations may
he sent.

All 'own children under twenty-one years of age are legally eligible
for diagnostic services at a crippled children's field clinic. There is
no charge to the patient for any of the clinic services. The retarded
child may be seen by any one or all of the staff of pediatricians, psy-
chologists, speech clinicians, physical therapists, nurses, and social
workers. Counseline is done with families at the clinic, and followup
service is providC by field consultants to assist families and personnel
in the local communities to carry out recommendations, such as educa-
tional placement and referral to Vocational Pehabilitation. Patient
referrals may be initiated by the parents, school personnel, nurses, or
social workers with request coming from local physicia )t. dentist.
Every physician and dentist in Iowa receives a schedule of the clinics
ind referral forms. Ye sends the referral to state Services and then
a notice is returned to the patient telling him of the clinic site and
date, and his appointment tine. Each year approximately 34 general
mobile diagnostic, 15 cardiac, ard 11 ENT clinics are held over the en-
tire state of Iowa.

state cervices for Crippled Children
University of Iowa

Iowa City, Iowa 52240



MALTH SERVICES

County Health !7eryices

County public health nurses are employed by county boards of health.

They provide nursing services on a family-centered basis for individuals

and groups at home, at work, and at school. The services are available

to individuals of all ages regardless of income. The nurses accept re-

ferrals from many sources; treatment and diagnostic procedures are car-

ried out under medical direction. The public health nurse participates

in planning and carries out nursing aspects of community health programs

designed to prevent disease and promote health safety.

Tn prevention of mental retardation, the public health nurse coun-
sels the mother during pregnancy and promotes early and continued med-

ical care. She provides intensive followup of mother and infants at

high risk in relation to mental retardation. She advocates preventive

measures related to communicable diseases and promotes programs of safety

in the home and community.

The public health nurse has developed a high "index of suspicion"

and is effective in case finding of mentally retarded. Through the pro-

motion of medical followup of the well child, early diagnosis of mental

retardation can he made.

The public health nurse, working in the home environment, assists

the family in training programs geared to the intellectual level of the

child; and she assists all family members to understand and adjust to
the accompanying emotional problems created in the home by the addition

of a child with developmental differences of a mentally retarded child.

Division of Mursing
Town etate Department of Health
Lucas State office ruilding
Des "nines, Iowa 50319

School flealth Services

School health nurses have the opportunity to interpret the child's
physical or medical problems to the school personnel. Assistance is
also yen in the integration of medical findings in the application of

medical recommendations to the school program. School health nurses em-
ployed by hoards of education cooperate With county health nurses in
golvin the ealth nrnblems of children and the family. The role that

each fulfills is determined by the nature of the problem and rapnort
with the family.

school !'ealth reryices
Division of Special Education
Town State epartment of Public Instruction
Grimes state office Minding
Des Moines, Iowa 50319 BES1
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COUNSELING ANTI ILFARE srRvIcrs

Iowa Mental Health Authority

The primary purposes of the Iowa Mental Health Authority (I.M.H.A.)
are the following:

1. To foster the development of community operated and controlled
mental health centers. This is done through I.M.H.A. staff
consulting with community groups in order to assist establish-
ing, planning, financing, and actual operation of the mental
health centers. There are 21 incorporated centers in tows.
The T.M.P.A. also plans meetings to encourage coordination of
the various state and local, public and private agencies con-
cerned with mental health. T.M.V.A. conducts quarterly meet-
ings for boards and staff of the 21 Iowa Mental Health Centers
where new developments in community mental health are con-
sidered. Tt collects data and information from other institu-
tions and agencies which is then made available to the state
centers.

conduct surveys of needs and resources and to carry out
research projects bearing on the care and treatment of Iowa's
mentally ill.

3. To give assistance in training and recruiting mental health
center personnel and establishing standards and qualifications
for those personnel. Functioning from Psychopathic Hospital,
the I.M.V.A. is in a strategic position for stimulating psy-
chiatrists in training to locate in Iowa.

4. To promote public education. The I.M.H.A. maintains a well-
stocked, up-to-date library of some 212 films and in pamphlets
plus additional statistics and information - all available upon
request to any individual or organization concerned with
rental health. one of the many areas covered by the pamphlets
is mental retardation. Catalog available on request.

Iowa Health Authority
Psychopathic Hospital
Iowa City, Iowa 5224n

County office of Social Services

The county department of social services works closely with both
the /..!oodward and Clenwood State Hospital-Schools providing a coordinative
approach to planning of services to the retarded individual.

The staff of county department of social services provides support
and counseling to both the families of and the retarded individual him-
self In preplacenent and nost-placement planning as well as life planning
for noninstitutinnalized retardates. The staff is expected to he 1,now-
ledgeable about the problem of mental retardation and to serve as a



reeource to families of the retarded in the community, finding and offer-

ing avenues of service to those who request such service.

i!ESIDETIAL cARr mtvirrs

Glenwood and t!ondward State llospItal-Schools

Glenwood and !.!oodward State !!ospital-Schools offer residential care

for the mentally retarded residing in the half of the state that each

eerves. Institutional care is restricted to the mentally retarded who

require specialized and intensive training, treatment and care in a

structured situation requiring residential services. Residents of

the state hospital-schools receive medical, esycholoeical, social,

educational, vocational leisure time and spiritual services during the

period of institutionalization. Residents are returned to the community

as soon as sufficient progress is made and/or when the appropriate com-
munity services are available to meet the needs of the retardate.

The Code of Iowa requires an evaluation prior to any admission to

a state hospital-school. All anplications for evaluation/placement are
initiated through the office of the county designate, who is appointed

by the county board of supervisors. The designate is generally the

director of the county department of social services (although other

responsible individuals may be apnointed).

"oodward State %ospital-c.chool Glenwood State Pospital-School

"oodward, Iowa 51)27' Clenwood, Towa 51514

rnmATTn!!AL rprvIcrs

Locial Education "ervices

rpecial education services for the mentally retarded Include
classes for the educable and trainable mentelly retarded and such

ancillary services as psychological services, speech and hearing ser-
vices and ccht'ol social work services. Classes for the educable pen-
erallv serve children ith intellectual nuotinnts between In and 79,
and classes for the trainable eenerally serve children with intellectual
euotients hetween 10 and sn. School districts may provide educational
nroeraes for mentally retarded children at the preprimary level to the

nee of 24.

Local f:chonl districts can meet their responsibility for mentally
retarded children thrnugh services from county school systems or by
contractine with other local school districts. Contractual arrangements
between school systeme, designed to provide educational programs for
the mentally retarded, often enables sequential eroprammine that would
not he possible in any sinple school district. Educational programs fcr
311 handicapped pupils, "hick includes the mentally retarded, are re-
nuired by the rode of Town. ^eich programs are to he available within
local school districts, or provided indirectly through payments of
tuition or ether authorized expenses.



As authorized by the Code of Towa, public education programs for
the mentally retarded are subject to the rules, regulations, and pro-
cedures established by the Division of Special Education, Towa State
Department of Public Instruction. Information concerning special educa-
tion services can he obtained by contacting the local superintendent of
schools, the county superintendent of schools, director of special edu-
cation or other local special education personnel.

*tental Retardation Services
Division of Special Education
Iowa State Department of Public Instruction
Grimes State office Building
Des Moines, Iowa 50319

Vocational Education Services

Vocational education is available to persons with special needs
through the fifteen area community colleges and vocational technical
schools in. the state of Iowa. Many of the vocational programs provide
the necessary orientation and training which the educable mentally re-
tarded ill need to become successfully engaged in competitive society.

Information on programs available can be obtained by contacting the
Director of Student Personnel Services of the local area community col-
lege and vocational technical schools. Additional information can be
obtained from the Branch of Vocational Education.

Branch of Vocational Education
Iowa State Department of Public Instruction
Crimes ftate office Building
Des ' Moines, Iowa 50319

PEPABILITATTnN AND EMPLortENT SERVICES

rehabilitation Education and Services Branch

The Pehabiltation education and Services Branch offers a wide range
of services to the mentally retarded throughout the state of Towa. These
services include vocational training in a variety of occupations with this
training being provided at both public and privately operated facilities.
In addition, formal in-depth evaluation in public and privately operated
centers and workshops is provided within the state of Iowa. Another
common service which is provided is that of on-the-job training programs
with employers.

17ervices to the mentally retarded are provided through district
offices located throughout the state as well as through three rehabili-
tation centers operated by RM. Full-time counselors are also assigned
to a number of special education programs throughout the state and the
two state hospital-schools. The state office 'r.s also has one full-time
person with total responsibility in the area of rehabilitation of the
mentally retarded.



Rehabilitation r.il.:ttlon an:' Services branch

801 Bankers Trust Nilding
Des Moines, Iowa 50309

BEST COPY AMIABLE

Iowa rmrlovment Security Commission

"ost counselors, selective placement specialists, and some inter-

viewers in this a57.encv have received snecial training on mental retar-

dation and on service to the educable tetarded. These staff people

have participated in seminars and institutes at Clenwood, i?oodward and

at the University of Iowa. In our Class IT and Class TT! offices, it

can be assumed that :lie or more staff people are trained in service to

this special applicant ,croup.

Cervices avaihIlle sire counseling, testing, selective placement,

special job deveitt, ar,A gaining.

rn ,o:t .::nyment service personnel work closely v.ith special

education dirpc-tol..- or worlstudy program coordinators to provide orien-

tation to the woriO ( group training in job search techniques,

counseliiw to iocational goals, and referral to training facil-

ities. T'rinted the subject have been prepared by the

Department of Lal..(m lnd Available on request.

Iowa Employmert r,m7lission

1000 'ist

Pes "nines, Town W610

(kWetnor's Comtlftt'i r '7.Lloyment of the nndicapped

he 'r,,0!-Iittee on rmployment of the llandicapped was 'lade

statutory by act T(!- -r the Ist reneral Assembly. The purpose of the

1:ommittee is to employment of the handicapped through a continu-
ing, program of null:: :nformation and education and by cooperating vith

all croups intereted in employment of the handicapped.

-be
at Cie local le: .

tappet! wil' 'e

'cvntr.irlf;

r;rin:es
.,es

,,ngaged in the organization of committees
..,11:,.10g, that problems of employment for the handl-

c(,mmurities in which they reside.

,:o.;-,knt of the T'andicapned

'I ':: r PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT

threat[ if !ferta! "erices

major iqno,i .; "unction of the Bureau of Mental netardation

Services is the Oe.:e!--meot of conmunit programs for the rentallv

retalYed. %. 0 Al ;-,ccialists consult

)r(,,rilltions on the following:



1. Obtaining diagnostic evaluations on mentally retarded child-
ren and adults;

2. Appropriate progrnm resources for children and adults in
cooperation with local and state agencies;

3. Formulation and organization of local projects designed to
develop facilities to serve the retarded locally or on an area
oasis.

Community Mental Retardation Specialists are available on all problems
relating to mental retardation. Assistance can be obtained by contact-
ing the County Department of Social Services.

Bureau of Mental Retardation Services
State Department of social Services
Lucas State Office Building
Des Moines, Towa 50319

VOUNTARY nRGANIZATIONS

Iowa Association for Retarded Children

The Iowa Association for Retarded Children is a voluntary nonprofit
association, organized in June 1953 for the purpose of influencing the
attitudes and opinions of society toward the provision of better re
sources and services to help the 84,000 mentally retarded children and
adults of Iowa.

The organizational structure consists of 86 local county units or
chapters serving 91 counties in Iowa, with representation in the addi-
tional eight Iowa counties. The members of local county units are
members of the Iowa and 'rational Associations for Retarded Children.
In this manner, each ?oa county has had a part in any accomplishment
in behalf of the retarded because the Iowa Association for Retarded
Children is an extension of each local county or unit and operates through
representatives elected by them to serve on the State Board.

The Association acts to motivate and support state agencies in their
programs to serve the needs of the mentally retarded. It gives guidance
and coordination to the ororramq or local county chapters. It stimulates
research and studies in the field of mental retardation. It functions
in creating awareness of the needs of the retarded through a public edu-
cation program. It helps to implement local and state programs and ser-
vices.

For further information, we sucTest that you contact the Assocation.

Iowa Association for Retarded Children
1707 High Street
Des Moines, Iowa Y13n9


